THE ROYAL AUTOMOBILE
CLUB OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
FORMULATING EFFICIENT
STRATEGIES FOR SUSTAINED CHANGE

The RAC is Western Australia’s
leading membership organisation.
Sustainability is a key measure
of the RAC’s advocacy agenda,
and the organisation is working to
reduce emissions both internally and
externally via member incentives (for
instance by rewarding lower carbon
emitting car owners with discount
RAC insurance, roadside assistance,
auto services and finance), by
offsetting their own fleet emissions
and providing greener motoring
information for members.
The RAC originally gained a base
building 4 star NABERS Energy

rating in 2009 and has since gone on
to achieve and maintain a 4.5 whole
building rating. Since joining CitySwitch
in 2011, the organisation has continued
to focus on its own office operations.
Awarded CitySwitch National Signatory
of the Year in 2012 and again in 2013,
the RAC impressed judges with its
commitment and rigour to introducing
and implementing new green initiatives.
A comprehensive assessment of
resource consumption identified a
range of opportunities to reduce energy
usage and ensured a first-principles
approach to formulating energy
efficiency strategies.

Signatory status
Date joined CitySwitch

November 2011

Tenancy size

9,819 sqm

NABERS commitment rating
Website

www.rac.com.au

Key outcomes
Annual energy saving

77,319 kWh

Technology

Online sustainability monitoring
platform to improve tracking of energy
consumption and creation of a Marginal
Abatement Cost curve tool.

Awards

CitySwitch National Signatory
of the Year 2012 and 2013.

NATIONAL AWARD
WINNER 2012

NATIONAL AWARD
WINNER 2013

GOALS
• Promote energy efficiency
to staff, clients and stakeholders.
• Prioritise energy efficiency
initiatives based on cost
and abatement potential
• Achieve and maintain
a 4.5 NABERS Energy
whole building rating.

“

We are delighted and honoured to have won
the National CitySwitch Signatory of the Year
Award in both 2012 and 2013. It’s a great
recognition of the ongoing collaborative efforts
of our teams over the last two years.

”

Pat Walker
Executive General Manager Advocacy & Member Benefits
The Royal Automobile Club of Western Australia

Assessing resource consumption
Having identified a range of
opportunities to reduce energy
consumption, the RAC engaged
building engineers and fellow
signatory Wood & Grieve, to prioritise
initiatives based on their cost and
abatement potential. A Marginal
Abatement Cost (MAC) curve was
drafted and informed the actions
identified in their Resource
Efficiency Action Plan. The RAC
then contracted Net Balance to
help further develop the MAC curve
for its West Perth and Joondalup
offices, addressing additional
actions under consideration.
The updated tool provided the
option of an Emissions Reduction
Investment curve utilising cash flow
modelling to generate an internal
rate of return for each project.
This allowed the MAC curve to be
communicated in financial terms and
helped formulate efficient strategies
and deliver the right projects in the
right order, for the best outcome.
As a result, the RAC firstly adopted
an online sustainability monitoring
platform to improve the ongoing
tracking of energy consumption. The
dashboard includes an interactive,

visual display of electricity usage data,
allowing staff and customers to see, in
real-time, how actions are impacting the
environment. Displayed within the staff
café and member service centre, data is
drawn from 28 electricity meters on two
interactive dashboards.
Adopting MAC curve recommendations
Creation of a MAC curve helped build
the project business case and assisted
executive buy-in. Recommendations have
led to the following savings per annum:
–D
 elamping resulted in an estimated
saving of 31,381 kWh and 29,153 kg of
CO2-e;
–R
 educing minimum supply air
temperature from 12 to 10⁰C resulted
in an estimated saving of 12,466 kWh
and 11,581 kg of CO2-e; and
– Optimisation of the HVAC
management system resulted in
savings of 18,553 kWh and 17,236 kg
of CO2-e.
Ongoing staff engagement
Ongoing staff engagement was an
important driver for change and the realtime data screens, with improved posterstyle format, have been a prime way
to communicate building performance
as well as handy sustainability tips with
internal and external stakeholders. The
RAC involved key staff working across

the areas of facilities, sustainability,
communications, IT and HR from
the on-set, with this group having
devised the company’s employee
engagement plan to encourage
and inspire energy efficiency in the
workplace. This plan has resulted
in an ideas registry and an energy
efficiency action timetable.
Initiatives including a Travel Smart
Program, inter-floor competitions,
green expos, and ‘lunch-andlearn’ sessions have already been
implemented to encourage and
engage employees.
Future projects
The RAC has engaged another
fellow signatory, Energetics, to
identify the savings that could
be achieved from a 150 kW
solar PV system, which could
reduce consumption by over
264,000 kWh.
Get involved
The RAC is part of a national
network of businesses that,
with the help of CitySwitch, is
playing an important part in
reducing the carbon emissions
of our cities and demonstrating
a high level of environmental
leadership and action.

CitySwitch Green Office is Australia’s national tenant energy efficiency program. This partnership initiative is a growing network of business
leaders committed to addressing their environmental impact. cityswitch.net.au

